Site Organization

About page management in MindTouch.

This guide provides an overview of product features and related technologies. In addition, it contains recommendations on best practices, tutorials for getting started, and troubleshooting information for common situations.

- **Classifications**

  Organize your MindTouch content with Classifications.

  - Custom Classifications
  - Page Classification Manager
  - Recursive option for classifications

- **MindTouch Structure**

  Manage site structure and page setup
Analyze your content architecture

- Breadcrumb basics
- Build a knowledge base Guide (TCS)
- Category Listing Display - Simple or Detailed
- Difference between Topic, How-To, and Reference
- Find total number of pages on a site
- Guided Content Framework
- Guide Listing Display - Single or Tabbed
- Information Architecture in MindTouch
- Navigate interactive breadcrumbs (MT4)
- Page caching
- Page caching for anonymous users
- Page element revert rules
- Recommended articles
- Refresh cached pages
- Related Articles feature (MT4)
- Reorder the page hierarchy
- Reorder the page hierarchy (TCS)
- Site structure use cases (MT4 and TCS)
- Site structure examples
- Structure your content (MT4)
- Structure your site for product versioning
- Structuring for various departments
- Which subpages show up in a detailed category
- XML sitemap

**Permissions and Privacy**

Configure permission and privacy levels on pages and sections within MindTouch to ensure that the right users have visibility to the appropriate content.

- Configure public-facing pages to restrict contributor access
Create an article permissions requirement indicator

- Create a private section
- Create custom conditional text blocks
- Display conditional content only to specific users
- Error: You must add a grant to prevent yourself from being locked out of the page
- Grant access permission to a page or groups of pages
- Grant access to your private section
- Grant access to your restricted public-facing pages
- How page permissions affect reused content access
- Page access for file attachments
- Page permissions
- Page privacy
- Privacy types across MindTouch
- Restrict access to a New Page template
- Restrict who can edit templates

• Paths

MindTouch Paths organize a group of pages into a custom order with sequential navigation elements.

- Add a MindTouch Path to a guide
- Add a MindTouch Path to a page
- Automatically Expand Path on a page
- Best practices for creating MindTouch Paths
- Brand MindTouch Paths
- Change the URL of a MindTouch Path
- Create a MindTouch Path
- Delete a MindTouch Path
- Display paths via Contextual Help Touchpoint
- Edit a MindTouch Path
- Manage Paths
- Path searchability and navigation
Revert to a previous version of a path

- Use MindTouch Paths in contextual help